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Stutler's _47 vote victory ·may be 'Dashed'
sented a validated UCF ID and was not allowed to
vote. _Election statutes read th-at a student must only
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
present a validated ID. The student's name was not
on a computer list given to the election officials and
The winner of the Student Government presiden- therefore was turned away. When the Charles Brown
tial elections has not officially been declared, due to checked the stud~nt's status, they learned that the
student should have been allowed to vote.
problems on an area campus.
To add to the confusion of the Brevard elections, a
A total of2,133 students (out of16,664 enrolled in
Spring semester) voted last Tuesday and Wednes- Stutler/Wolf supporter was dressed like the election
day; however, not all students on the Brevard cam- commissioner. Student Senator Kim DeVogel and
Election Commissioner Beth Eisenstat were both
pus were given the opportunity to vote.
According to Tracy Begley, SG coordinator at the wearing provost ambassador shirts when they arBrevard campus, "The election is not over; all stu- rivea on the Brevard campus. Wolf was also seen
dents haven't voted. It's like declaring a winner walking with: them onto the campus.
Begley also explained that Eisen stat was carrying
before all the voting precincts have been counted."
The problems began when the election commis- Stutler/Wolf literature from the polling area to Desioner arrived 45 minutes late on.Monday and five Vogel, who was campaigning for those candidates.
~several students thought that the election
minutes late on Tuesday.
Begley said that the SG van from Orlando was late commissioner was supporting the Stutler/Wolf
and that over 200 Brevard students who could have ticket," said Begley.
"All these little things add up to a lot of votes, and
voted were denied the opportunity.
According to head -Election Commissioner Robert since the election was so close, it's only fair that the
Bliss, the group which used the SG van earlier students who didn't get to vote be given that opportu.
returned it late and left the gas tank empty. "The nity," added B.egley.
election commissioner who was going to Brevard had
When the votes from all campuses were counted
to have the van serviced before leaving, and the Wednesday evening, the Stutler/Wolfticket r.eceived SOURCE: Election Commission
Scott/CEMRAL FLORIDA MURE
serviceman came in through a side entrance when he a total oft ,090 ~otes, while Wendrzyk and Porter capwas done and she [the election commissioner] didn't tured 1,043 votes.
Wendrzyk and Porter are currently in the process council makes the final decision concerning the apsee him, so she was waiting for quite a while."
"We got the enrollment of students who got out of of filing the contestment papers, which are due by 5 proval or disapproval of the contestment.
class at 5 p.m. and asked them if they waited around p.m. on Wednesday.
There is a meetinl! of the Judicial Council schedThe papers must give the exact reason for the con- uled for Thursday at 2 p.m.
,for the election polls to open. Only one student hung
around to vote. This means that there was a possibil- testment and must support the claim. Wendrzyk's - Both of the presidential parties received $25
worth of fines. The Stutler/Wolf ticket received five
ity that 248 student may have voted, had they been reason is that "not a11 students.got to vote."
After the election committee reviews the docugiven the opportunity," said Begley.
SEE NEW PREZ PAGE 6
Another problem occurred when a student pre- ments, they are given to the Judicial Council. The
David Alan Brodnax

Starting this summer, students will be able
to buy tickets for their favorite events without
leaving campus. A Select-A-Seat outlet is opening in the Kiosk.
John Bocinsky, a marketing major who has
helped Student Body President Roy Reid with
projects in the past, came up the the idea and
lobbied for the new Select-A-Seat coming to
campus in the next few weeks. Currently, the
phone lines for the outlet have been opened in
the library, and by Wednesday they should be
extended into the Student Government Kiosk.
Plans call for the .equipment to be -installed by
April 28, and by the beginning of summer, the
Select-A-Seat outlet should be ready and in full
operation in the Kiosk.
Last semester, Student Body Vice President
J.J. 'Mandato, with the help of Marketing Department Chair Alvin Burns, surveyed students on the feasibility of an outlet and found
that 99% ·of the students were in favor of the
outlet coming to campus.
The outlet will bring increased revenue to
the Kiosk, more than paying for itself, and it is
hoped that it will help the student body become
more involved with cultural activities throughout Central Florida. John Ingraham, a senior
liberal studies major, though the idea of the
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YOUR PARENTS ARE SPENDING ALOT
OF MONEY TO PUT YOU.THROUGH.COLLEGE.
NOW SHOW THEM HOW SMART .YOU'RE GETTING.
-
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Invite them to visit you. Then introduce them lo The Club at
Orlando: the off-campus lifestyle that's right on the money when
it comes to financial savvy.
They'll see beautiful new two-bedroom condominium homes
with screened porches or terraces, eat-i"1-kitchens, two baths,
laundry rooms and features as good as those in homes selling for
thousands more.
They'll love the idea of The Club's private enclave
environment. Completely enclosed; with a private gatehouse and
security from dusk to dawn. The Club is just minutes from the
campus, so classes are easy to reach on
time. And when you come home, you'll stay
fit as a fiddle ... with tennis, swimming, a
heated spa and a clubhouse in a lakeside
setting of lawns and trees.
The financial advantages will impress
both you and y~ur parents. So plan a visit

now to see this magnificent community on Chickasaw
Trail, halfway between Colonial Drive (S.R. SO) and the E/W
Expressway. For an appointment call: (305) 322-1736

Two-bedr~om, two-bath

condominiums from the
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/Jy K. Hovnanian at Orlando I, Inc.

The first name in lasting value@J
Hovnanian Enterprises is listed on the American Stock Exchange.. Symbol: HOV.
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- News clips m:4&'cttmiWNJW&~~~
Italy.
Orlando, Central Florida Fair- gram in Gerontology is being
Students will enroll in a grounds; and Sanford, Fort - offered by the National Histhree-credit hour English Mellon Park.
panic Council on Aging for this
course, The Medieval Castle
Registration for all three summer.
in Italian Literature, and work walks will be from 7-9 a.m.,
NHCA is conducting.a na• JENNINGS SCHOLARSHIP
The Toni Jennings scholar- in the castle museum. Field with the official start at 7:30 tionwide search for qualified
·applicants to come to Washship is available to any student trips and tutoring in German a.m.
enrolled in a course study di- and Italian will be available.
Participants mayregisterto ington, D.C., and work in the
Activities include hiking, walk alone or as a team, and Select Committee on Aging for
rectly related to the construclocal festivals; folk dancing there will be refreshments for . the U.S. House of Representation industry.
Qualified applicants must and weekend trips to Florence, walkers along the route as well tives and other Washingtonas a cookout following the based aging organizations.
be Florida residents, be an Verona, and Lake Garda.
·
The program is open to all walk.
Fellows will be provided
engineering, architecture, or
adults
in
good
health
who
are
Anyone
interested
in walk- with round trip transportaconstruction m~jor in good
standing, and demonstrate interested in Alpine life. and ing or forming a team can pick tion, housing and a· weekly
up registration forms at any stipend during the fellowship
financial need. The scholar- culture.
Enrollment in the Brunnen- ·Southeast Bank, Burger King, period.
ship is worth $500 a year.
They will .also be required to
DeadUne for applications is berg Study Program is limited, or by calling the March of
June 1. Contact the Financial and the academic credit is Dimes office at 849-0790.
submit a substantive paper
Aid Office for more informa- transferable under the usual
All proceeds will be donated upon completion of the sum• USING YOUR HEAD
rules.
into the medical research of mer program, and will also be
.UCF art.major Scott Homer lion and applications.
Cost of the program is preventing birth defects.
required to attend one NHCA
will ·pubH.cly demonstrate his
$1,425, not including ainare
national conference in the
newly developed technique of • DAY OF THE DEAD
Friday, April 22 is a·"dead and personal expenses. For • ••• AND JUSTICE FOR ALL ·
"direct" painting on Thursday,
fall.
. Applicants should be
April 21 at 2 p.m. behind the day,,, meaning there will be no more information and an apOn Thursday, April 21,
Fine Arts building. · D'i rec t classes, exams, or special proj- plication, write UNO Interna- 1988, the Florida Supreme graduate or senior Hispanic
Painting involves the direct ects given byfaculty. Itisaday tional Studies Programs, P.O. Court Gender Bias Study students in Gerontology,
transfer of ideas from the art- set aside for students to pre- Box 1315-B, University of New Commission will hear te.sti- Human Development, Sociolists' head to the canvas with- pare for final exams, and was Orleans, LA 70148, or call Dr. mony on the issue of equal ogy, Political Science, Psycholout the use ofthe artists' hands arranged by SG by shortening Victor Santi at (504) 286-7116. access to justice for women and ogy, Hp.man Seriices or Adult
or arms. The artist applies the 1987 Christmas break.
men in the courts and the Education.
paint to the canvas by manipu• STROY YOUR STUFF
extent to which gender bias · Applicants must submit an
Walkamerica, the largest exists there and in the legal application, a restL.ne, curriculating his head only, so that •A.DA VINCI SUMMER
lum vitae, three lett.ers of recideas flow directly to the can- '" The· University of New Or- annual fu.ndraiser for the profession.
vas.
leans· International Study March of Dimes Birth Defects
The hearing will be held ommendation, and a writing
To demonstrate Direct Programsishostingthisyear's Foundation, will be held in from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the sample. Selections will bePainting, Homer will hang Brunnenberg Study Tour May Central Florida on Saturday, Harley Hotel, 151 East Wash- made by May 5.
April 23.
ington Street, Orlando.
For more infonnation and
upside down, suspended by a 26 to June 26. ·
Walkamerica is a 10- to 12The public is welcome to applications, call Cid Randal
rope with the canvas posiParticipants will live in the
at (202) 265-1288, , or write
tioned below him. There will Brunnenberg castle/farm- rnile walkathon that will start attend and participate.
Ontlµio Rd.
NHCA, 2713
be buckets of paint around the house/museum complex lo- and finish at the following lo~
NW, Washington,
D.C.,
canvas into which Homer will cated in Dorf Tirol~ a village in cations: Kissimmee, Lake •SUMMER FELLOWSHIP
A 10-week fellowship pro- 20009.
dip his head as he swings back the Merano valley of northern Front Memorial Park;

• DP SCHOLARSHIP
The Florida Association of
Educational Data Systems has
announced a $1,000 annual
scholarship for Data Processing majors.
Applicants must be fulltime freshmen with at least a
2.5 GPA, and will also be re- ·
quired to submit an essay and
a sample program along with
the application.
Deadline for entries is June
15,1988.
For more information and
applications, contact tqe Financial Aid Office in the Administration building.

•

.

and forth over the canvas.
All are invited and encouraged to attend.

,

Would like· to extend thanks to ·those
who voted in laSt week's Student
Government Presidential Ele·ction.
We hope for your contin_u ed support
in the 1988-89 School Year.
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ROTC review builds morale ·
by

~

Markeson

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The Third Annual Army/ .
Air Force ROTC President's
Review was held in front of
UCF's Administration building Thursday afternoon.
As part of UCF's twentyfifth anniversary celebrati<ms, the Army and Air Force
cadets were reviewed not·orily
by President Trevor Colboum,
but also· by l)r. Charles Millican, the wiiversity's president
emeritus who presided over its
founding in 1967.
.According to Anny ROTC
Capt. Jim Burns, the purpose
of this year's ceremony was "to
honor the twenty-fifth birthday of UCF and pay tribute to
university leaders past and

present."
Army ROTC Cadet Sgt.
David Brenner, a sophomore
business major, felt that participating in the event was .
beneficial for cadets.
"Every function ~at you do
as a cadet, or have a contact
with, builds morale," said
Brenner, "arid gives . you a
sense of purpose and pride in
your country, and the knowledge that you are living to
uphold the ideals · of this nation."
·Air Force ROTC Cadet Sgt.
Chris Dowdy, a freshman
aerospace engineering major,
said "UCF's done a lot for both
ROTC units, so it's good we
pay them back (with the ceremony) tQ show our gratitude,"
said D_owdy.
The ceremony began .with

about 140 cadets from Army
ROTC and Air Force ROTC
Detachment 159 marching to.
the front of the Administration
Building, where they assembled for review by Colboum,. Millican, Col. Robert
Ceruti, UCF Air Force ROTC
commander and Lt. Col.
Daniel Conn, UCF Army
ROTC ·commander.
The overall commander of
cadets was AFROTC Cadet
Col. John Houchin, a senior
electrical engineering major.
The individual contingents
were lead by Anny . ROTC
Cadet Maj. Cliff Cooper, a
senior sociology major, and
AFROTC Cadet Lt. Col. Richard Huff, a senior psychology
major.

ELIZABETH T. HUNTER, M.D.
· now
ACCEPTING NEW PATIENTS
in
G Y N E C 0 .L 0 G Y & 0 B ST E T R I C S
1400 S. Orlando Ave. Ste# 305
Winter Park, FL 32789 • 7 40-6050

1--------=--____;::...__,-_---=_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

GEnESS
10 D"
10.;
iscountf Qr
V.C.F. students
with I.D.
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The Beginning - of a new you
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Q • d
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We use REDKIN

3.66-8902

prodµcts

HOURS: Mon.-Sat. 9 - 5 PM • Tues. - Fri. 9 - 8 PM

1------------------·~----

· SEE ROTC PAGE 6

NOW THAT YOU'RE
GRADUATING
SHOW SOME .CLASS
Impress potential employers with your good taste.
Kinko's has High Quality Resume Paper in a wide
assortment of colors and textures. at prices that
appeal to your good business sense.
Don't forget your matching envelopes!

'k··lrkO"S
'II;

! \.

®

Great copies. Great people.
12223 University Blvd.
(corner University & Alafaya Trall)

127 W. Fairbanks
At Park Ave.

658-9518

628-5255

Army ROTC leads ~he review with the color guard.

Student Government's

PROTO CONTEST
for _next year's STUDENT DIRECTORY

Ends June 15.

?•

THIS
COULD BE
YOUR

PHOTO!

1. All photos must be campus related.
2.·An unlimited number of slides can be
submitted.
.
3. Contest is open to any faculty, staff,
·student, and alumnus ofUCF. Photography cannot be part of their job.
4. Slides must be in color from 35mm
or larger, and name must be on·the
back of each slide.
5. Collage pre~entations must be on
one slide.
6. Photo releases must be obtained
from recognizable people in the photo.
7. The photos entered cannot have
been entered in any other contest.
8. Each slide must have a separate
entry blank.
9. Student Government reserves the
right to print the winning photograph
along with the winner's name in the
Student Directory.
-10. Color slides must be submitted no
later than June 15, 1988.
11. All decisions of the committee are
final .
12. Student Government is not responsible for loss or dam.age of slides.
13. All slides should be brought to
Student Government front desk.
14. Entry blanks available at the Student Government front desk.
15. For more information, contact
John Bocinsky at 275-2191.
16. Student Government reserves full
rights to all photos submitted.
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• BS/BA ENGINEERING DEGREE Required
Mid 20's &salary
·
• Company Car
.
career Position National Company
• MAY GRADS 0.1(.

Call~~ 855-8610
'
•

•

Thank you for keeping·
us the leader ·
in TEST preparation .
Thanks to you, every year since 1938 we've
been number one in test preparation.
Ever since we started with our first class of
eight, we've played a part in the lives of over
1,000,000 students, preparing them
·e motionally and intellectually for the PSAT, ·
SAT, ACT, LSAT, GMAT, GRE, MCAT, NCLEX-RN,
CPA, BAR EXAM, and others.
We know we're successful because our
students are - their high scores mean better
schools and brighter futures.
It's 50 years and over 125 centers later. We're
still students' first choice for test prep and that
makes us very proud.

~~--:a?.j~
I KAPLAN
STANlEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL aNTER lTD.

2 2 3 8 VVin1:er VVoods Blvd ...
VVint:er Pa.rk, Fla.. 3 2 7 9 2
678-8400

-s tudents get the ·run around
Staff Report
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Spring Break '88 got off to a bad start at an
Orlando car rental office for five UCF students
who were vacationing together.
Biology senior Fiona Philpotts and four
friends had planned to rent a. mini-van from
Superior Rent-a-Car whose large Yellow Pages
ad claimed · "Superior Service throughout·
Orlando."
Despite Philpotts' reserving the mini-van
four weeks in advance and "constant" reminders to the agency, the vehicle was not ready at
the agreed-to time.- Philpotts and her party
arrived at Superior's Semoran Blvd. office at 5
p.m. March 25. The van was not at the location,
nor was it at the rental's airport location.
After a heated discussion with the managers at
the airport office, the students went home to
await the promised delivery of the van.
· · The agency did finally bring the van to them
some three hours later, but the rental agency
demanded that its driver be taken back to the
airport, a 30-minute drive out of the way.
At 9:30 p.m., with the students finally headed to
their destination, they discovered that the van
hadn't been serviced. According to Philpotts, it
needed radiator and windshield washer fluids,
motor oil and tire air. It was early the next
morning before they reached Tallahassee, and
at that point one ofthe van's tires went flat upon
their arrival.
~e were disgusted," Philpotts said. "We're
concerned that other students will run into the
same problems."
ScottNiedrich: manager ofSuperior's airport
office, expressed regret over the incident. "I'd be
upset myself if I showed up and the van wasn't
there," he said. He volunteered to call the
corporate office to ask if they would "look into
the matter."
According to Brevard county's Assistant
Attorney Kenneth C. Crooks, these problems
are quite common in tourist areas. He offered ,

these suggestions when renting a vehicle:
• CHECK THE BETTER BUSINESS
BUREAU. This is an excellent source for evaluating car rental services, as the BBB keep a
record of customer complaints.
• TALK WITH PAST CUSTOMERS. If
this is possible, there i~ no better evaluation of
the complete rental process.
· •BE AT THE OFFICE IN PLENTY OF
TIME. Expect delays. Early arrival will allow
time to anticipate problems and to carefully
read over the contract. ·
•
COMPARE
RENTAL
CAR
COMPANIES. There are differences between
car rental companies. Some may require the
money up front, while others will just take an
imprint from a major credit card. All car rentals
should give the renter the details of the sale to
the renter's satisfaction. This should include
each cost in specifics (e.g., taxes, various insurance and collision waiver charges, gasoline
_
charges, and mileage rates.)
• GET SA,TISFACTION. If renters run
into a problem, they should demand a solution.
Customers shouldn't accept something less
than what he wants.
.• IF PROBLEMS PERsIST • WALK
AWAY. If renters feel they aren't getting
adequate solutions to problems, the chances are
that the problems will only get worse. They
shouid go somewhere else.
The United Services Automobile Association
also offers this advice: When in doubt of personal insurari.ce coverage, it may be best to
accept the renter's Collision Damage Waiver
(CDW). But there are stipulations even with
CDW. Superior's.CDW does not cover "collision
damage arising out of the operation of vehicle
by the customer in ari abusive, reckless, careless, or negligent manner" and "damages arisingout ofviolation oflocal, state and federal law
.by the customer." Renters should ensure that
before they leave the office, they understand
their rights an~ their obligations over what
they have signed and to take a copy ofthe "small
print" with them when they go.

DRINKRESPONSHY ~- .

. .Anheuser·8uKli, In(

·"Written and directed wifu exi.lberance and wit by Fran Rubel Kuzui...'Pop' introduces
Carrie Hamilton, ahi~rious, heartbreaking charne~on...See and Enjoy."
• Guy Flalley, COSMOPOLITAN

"A satm IM>le..•a swee~ cocky
bve-and-rock story, Canie
Hamilton ~me of Judy
Garland as reinc8maled:i) Liza
Minei."
• llaly ........ YOWE

(407) 679-1838

Authentic Chinese Eatery
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"Energy and exuberance 111.1st be

Ji

' genes. She gahlanizes 'Tokyo

bursti~

.Pop,' a rock to riches saga. into ·
a one-ganine spectacular.•
• 81119 WliM!.,,,, PlAYllOY
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IT TOOK AGUY NAMED HIRO
IN APLACE LIKE TOKYO
TO INTRODUCE WENDY TO SOMEBODY
SHE ALWAYS WANTED TO BE.

$3.99

HERSELF.

J.H HAMll TON

tt {KYO
AN

Suncrest Village Shopping Center
10169 University Boulevard
(at Dean Road) • Orlando, Florida 32817

For J?elivery, Please Call FOOD EXPRESS at (407) 830-1144

from Cai'rie Hamilton's

A_Mf~:RICAN

YUTAKA TAOOKORO

•

POP

SUCCESS STORY TO A DIFFERENT BEAT.

SPEciiwJLM PRESENTS N/&OCIAilON WITH LORIMAR AKUZUI ENTERPRISES PRODUCTION "lUKYO POP"
STARRING rARRIE HAMlTON MAKA TADOKORO MUSIC BY ALAN BREWER EDITED BY rAMD.lA TONIOLO
DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY JAMES HAYMAN SCREENPLAY BY FRAN RUBEL KUZUI &LYNN GROSSMAN
EXECUTIVE PRODUCERS JONATHAN OLSBERG &KAZ KUZUI PRODUCED BY KAZ KUZUI &JOEL lUBER
IRl..:w.;;.'m!Lj
IDIRECTID BY mAN RUBEL KUZUI
I CDL:::.s:J" ..:..-::= ~:.M
_,, _ , _
CIDllUllH>IMOIAl.UICllllC!lalmAllOIDlllCTll!CS. ~-

EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENf
NOW SHOWING: 5:15 • 7:30 • 9:55

.
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Need i~surance for your
hom~,. ~ar, life, ·b oat or RV?

NEW PREZ
FROM PAGE 1
dollar fines for passing out
material in the dorms afte.r 9
p.m., displaying -material in
·the CEBA building, and turning in their expense statement
15 minutes late. They were
penalized $10 for displaying
material in a PC lab on the
Daytona campus.
The
Wendrzy:k/Porter
ticket received two $10 fines
for having the receipts missing
from their expense statement,
and having unapproved ·and
· copied material at the Brevard
campus. A $5 fine was assessed for displaying campaign material on the Library.
The Constitutional Amendment proposing to allow two
Alternate Justices on the Judicial ·Council ~as approved in
the elections. Since the Judi-·
cial Council consists of seven
regular members, four must be
present to conduct business.
With the passed aiµendment,
the Alternates will be allowed
to take the place of regular
members who are absent.

/r~ .....e . .

ti \~~\\'e
~o~6'
~ oo'!.." c19\e·
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Call us!
W e h ave t h e righ t coverage
for all your needs.

Jean Huber
Jacqueline Bailey
89 Alafaya Woods Blvd.
Oviedo, FL 32765
(305) 366-1189

FR.OM PAGE4
~

After .the review, the "Star
Spangled Banner" was played
while the national, state and
school flags were presented.
Following this, Colbourn
thanked the ROTG units for
their recognition of the
university's anniversary. He
said that UCF's achievements
and successes were the result
of the work of many different
· groups. "ROTC is a significant
contributor to these achievements (and ) we are proud to
host your programs, " Col- ,
bourn said. .
Millican, in his remarks,
recounted how, in 1972, UCF
received a telegram from the
Air Force, asking if the univer-.
sity would host an AFROTC
program. This was at the time
of the protest movement
·a gainst the Vietnam War,
when ROTC units were being
asked to leave many campuses. "Our [UCF's] immediate reply was affirmative,"
said Millican. "I'm very proud ·
of iny colleagues for their courage in a very difficult time."
The ever;it concluded with
the cadets marching off in review. Afterward.s, a reception
was held in the President's
Boardroom in the Administration building.
"(The ceremony) was terrific. It was very .moving and
very well organized," said Patricia Jolowski of Melbourne
Beach, whose son, Air Force
ROTC Cadet Robert Jolowski,
a junior mechanical engineering major, was one of the participants.
"Both programs have demonstrated excellence," said Burns. "[In 1987,] the AFROTC was ranked fourth in
the southeast United States,
and the Army ROTC was
ranked second out of 114
schools in the eastern United
States."
The final ~vent . this year
will be commissioning of 20
Army ROTC cadets, U.S.
Army second lieutenants and
15 Air Force cadets .

Allstate Insurance Company
Allstate Life Insurance Company
Northbrook, Illinois

•Ir----~--------------,
·sAVE 20%
•
On complete pairs of contact lenses or eyeglasses at I

I WIW EYECARE CENTER

;

I Present this coupon and Student

1
1

I
I
I
I
I
I

I.D. when your order
is placed.

.

I

Eye Exams·I

-

on the premesis I
by an independent I
Optometrist. I

Not Valid With Other Offers.

I

~~~~1

I 411 s. Semoran Blvd.
L

·ROTC

Allstate®

(Ne~ X-Tra) • 679-1010_.1

Work for major corporations and businesses in
.the Orlando Area. Get valuable experience:
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

LIFETIME BENEFITS

•
•
•
•

WORD PROCESSORS
RECEPTIONISTS
OFFICE CLERKS
SECRETARIAL

•

•

TELEMARKETING

•
•

WAREHOUSE
ASSEMBLY

•
•
•
•
•
•

COMPLETELY
1RANSFERRABLE
EXCELLENT PAY
VACATION PAY
HOLIDAY PAY
FREE TRAINING
CREDIT UNION
HEALTil/LIFE
INSURANCE

Call today for .an appointment:
841-8367

~ Tem~9.!.~~!!~,,J!:!~.
315 E. Robinson Street• Suite 160
Orlando, FL 32801•841-8367
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bad th.ey are, Grandrila loves
to hear the
latest jokes."

JI,

You miss her sparkling
sense of humor. She misses ·
you and your jokes. Even the
bad ones. That's one good
reason to call long distance.
AT& T Long Distance Service ·
is another good reason. Because it costs less than you
think_to hear your grandmother start tu giggle before you even get to the
punch line.
So whenever you miss
her laughter, bring a smile
to her face with AT&T. Reach

•

..
•

•

outandtouchsotneone~

If you 'd like to know more
about AT&T products and
services, like the AT&T Card,
call us at 1800222-0300 . .

•

•
•

ATs.T

•

The right choice.

•
•

·
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Committee t-o start

"

by Barbara Grimm
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•

•

•

-

Want A Career In The
Highest Paying ·Business
In The
United States?

l

Finals Week Schedule
MON

4-24
4-25

TUE

4-26

THR

4-27
4-28
4-29

WED
FRI

I

THIS WEEK IN THE Swa:NT AcTMnEs CENTER

Wednesday, April 20
Coors Light Last Chance
To cance Party 9:00 p.m.
Thursday, April 21
North Shore 7:00 p.m.
Pink Floyd 'The Wall' 9:00 p.m.

SUN

A step toward improving
communications between students and faculty was recently
taken with the development of
the College ofEducation's first
student advisory committee.
The committee, established
in January by Education Dean
Dr. William H. Johnson and
other administrators, will
address the needs and concerns of students on such issues as courses and curriculum, as well as problems with
individual classes or professors. It consists of nine members and is chaired and run
entirely by students.
"I think it will have a real
positive effect on the department ... it gives students a
chance to open up and communicate with the faculty, and
hopefully that will improve the
curriculum, "said Kathleen
Cassady, co-chairperson of the
newly created committee.
According to Co-chairperson Nan Norris, the committee was created "to build a
sense of community between
the department and the administration, and encourage
dialogue with the administrators."
It is planned that students
who are enrolled in the College
of Education and have a problem or concern may drop a note
in a suggestion box and it may
be discussed at the next meet-

ing to find a possible solution.
"It's about time," said one
elementary education major.
"Other departments have student advisory committees, and
sometimes I just felt like there
was a brick wall between us
and the administration."
The committee is also tentatively planning to distribute a
questionnaire to students to
better understand existing
problems within the school of
education.
"We're here to serve the
students, it's all for them,"
explained Norris.
The members of the
committee represent the various departments and clubs
within the College of Education, and were chosen through
faculty suggestion, with the
dean making the final selections.
The committee met for the
first time on Feb. 12, and
elected co-chairmen Norris
and Cassady.
The committee also agreed
to meet twice a semester, and
scheduled the next meetingfor
April 20.
· The agenda includes discussing the possibility of
screening teachers who agree
tO accept interns in order to
assure an educational and
w9rthwhile internship for the
education majors.
Memhers of the faculty will be observing the April 20 meeting
to make observations and suggestions to the committee
members.

North Shore
Surf movie
April 21
7:00.p.m.

8p-11p
11a-10p
11a-10p
11a-2p
11a-3p
CLOSED

April 21
9:00 p.m.

. .

-
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Students showing
that their opinions
are worth the v9te
Students of UCF, we at The Central Florid.a Future must give you a hand. The votes have been cast,
the facts are in and the numbers prove that some of
you actually li~tened, or more importantly, read.
Voting was up in this year's election for student
body president and vice president. In fact, the election between Stutler/Wolf (Congratulations, gentle. men) and Wendrzyk/Porter saw a total of2,133 students vote, which was 1,017 more than last year.
For those of you into percent signs, the Ins~itu
tional Research Department's preliminary figure on
the student population is 16,664, which means 12.8
percent of the student body made a choice on how
they want their hard-earned money to be spent in the
coming year. That's up from the figure of 7 percent
last year.
Of course, the numbers are not fantastic, nor do
the figures even reach the level of acceptable. To
reach fantastic, at least 2·5 percent of the student
body would have to go to the polls. UCF barely made
half that mark. But the fa<:t that the percentage of
students voting increased more than 5 percent does
give some indication that perhaps there is a slight
increase in awareness on campus.
Many students ran into such awareness when
· approached by SG workers last Tuesday and Wednesday. Many of these same students were annoyed
by the constant "Did you vote yet?" questions asked
by these workers. Many more were a little ticked at
The Central Florida Future for calling them pathetic
last week.
Yet all of this was done with one purpose in mind.
Students are constantly complaining about the need··
for certain tangible things at UCF like. more dorms
and a student union. Yet in order to obtain such
monetary royal prizes from the state legislature, an
intangible thing like a genuine interest, or JDOre
importantly a fervor among studentst must be
shown. Can UCF, outside of its student leaders,
honestly say its shown a fervor over issues lately?
A real attempt at defeating apathy has to show up
in areas like the voting polls. We, along with Student
Government, spent the better part of last month
working to fight student apathy. UCF student, we
hope this election was a sign that you have taken your
first step toward doirig the ·same, because we can't
win the war unless you are fighting with us.
At any university, it all comes down to the students. Remember, much of your college life, and your
college itself, is what you make it. UCF is a good
university, but it can be better. So if you really want
to be known as going to more than a second-rate
school, which is what many of the graduates from
UCF are facing these days, t~en you had better look
inside yourself and get rid of that apathy. Then help
your neighbor do the same.
Or else you, your neighbor and your school aren't
.·going very far at all.
.
.
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• PREJUDICED OR PROUD

Editor:
Carlos Fonseca stated that I am
biased against Jlispanics. This is a
slanderous lie. The first language
I ever spoke was Spanish. I
learned to speak at about two
years of age while growing up in
Quito, Ecuador. If I am so biased
against "his" Hispanic ancestry,
(as if he were the only one), then
why am I so concerned about the
communist oppression in Nicaragua.
Mr. Fonseca calls Americans
"Nazis," and then he screams
prejudice when he can no longer
defend his claims. However, when
you consider Mr. Fonseca's prior
mailings, you really shouldn't be
shocked. It seems to be typical of
his communist backing, truthtwisting position.
This person is .dangerous in that
he supports a "peace at any price·."
His position is an untenable, and
undefendable. Mr. Fonseca stated
that "... other countries, including
Nicaragua, also have rights, like
the right "to·· self-determination."
Conveniently, and I'm sure intentionally, Mr. Fonseca has forgotten that in Nicaragua there are no
rights ... no real rights to speak of.
The rights of the people in oppressed Nicaragua are started,
and ended, at the whim of Ortega
(this man has clearly _shown his
power over the rights by extending
his gracious generosity in allowing
La Prensa, the only free press in
Nicaragua, to continue printing
for six more days. What a generous
and swell guy, right??). The future
of the _Nicaraguan oppressed is
being determined by the liar
Ortega, who is a communistbacked puppet. The strings that
make this puppet dance lead
straight to Moscow.
Carlos Fonseca seems to be too
blinded by his o~ ego and paranoia, to see that our oppressed
Hispanic brothers in Nicaragua
have no self-determination rights.
What do you think the Contras are
fighting for? Self-determination is
the goal of the war. Freedom!
The.Contras are not terrorists.
This is another of several slanders
made by Mr. Fonseca. Terrorists,

like those that are supported by
. Iran, or Syria, are people who
machine gun innocent people
down in airports. They hijack
planes, and always leave the dead
bodies of the innocent that they
have murdered in their wakes, and
then call themselves heroes. The
Contras do not take hostages. The
Communists under Ortega are
known to. What do you think
Ortega's political prisoners are?
Note that, I never stated my
race, because I believe that it
doesn't make a difference. Racism
I deplore from anyone. I see the
Contras fighting for freedom, [and]
I see Mr. Fonseca has attacked me
because he can no longer attack
the Contras' cause. He is trying his
last resort, accusing me of racism
and hoping for pity. He was backed
out of the issue because he knows
he is wrong. And as for me being a
mouthpiece for financing the Contra movement? Well, of this I am
proud, and I am only sorry it is all
Icandoforthemnow;Mr. Fonseca,:
in believing in freedom is a "war
crime," I happily plead guilty.
Charles L. Hagen
· Aerospace Engineering
• PATRIOTISM LIVES
Editor:
Thursday at 1:15 p.m. I attended the president's parade. I
left in tears, tears of joy and sorrow. Tears of joy for the "patriotic
shot in the arm" I received from
viewing the parade of fine young
·men and women of character who
cared enough to join their
country's '. military ranks. And
tears of sorrow for the absence of
the fine young Americans who
should have been standing with
me receiving the same badly
needed "patriotic shot in the arm."
Then I composed myself, maintained and proceeded to take some
polls as I left the parade. Standing
· with me were six other people who
also came to .celebrate the honoring of our university presidents
and our fine ROTC members. Hats
off to those who shared in this celebration.
Behind the library were 23

sunbathers. As I.crossed the campus, I took a third poll. I asked 27
people why they did not attend the
parade in front of the Administration Building. All 27 replied "what
parade?" Then my sorrow turned
to anger and some very bottom'line questions muddled my intellect. Where was the communica-.
tion breakdown? Why was ther~
no publicity? Why weren't there
flyers hanging on doors around
the campus like the flyers advertising seminars, hard rock concerts, special class sessions, etc.?
Why has the patriotism of our
people taken such a far back seat
in our lives? Why has loyalty become almost an extinct word in
our culture?
Have we become such an "I, my,
me" syndrome society that we are
no longer a group with common
aims but just a bunch of individuals looking out for self only? I still
search for ·these answers and I
challenge you intellectual elite of
our society to· think about these
-questions. We have always been a
people who, ·regardless of differences of opinion, managed to
share in some very basic and
common goals as American patriots.
In spite of all the consciousness-raising these questions
aroused in me, on a more positive
note, I want to express my sincerest appreciation to our university
presidents for their loyal participation.
I listened to and appreciated
your comments regarding our fine
young people who honored you.
Hats off to the seasoned military
personnel who care enough to care
about their country
by doing
their jobs well in the instruction of
the excellent ROTC program at
UCF.
·
And most importantly, hats
off to the young men and women
who so proudly performed in the
parade. You are an asset and an
honor to your school and your
country. Hold your heads high.
Be proud of your commitment.
Keep on keeping on. ROTC,
your performance was superior.
Betty Jane Martin

~ MWIPCIS* publlMd ~the academic year.
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:''THE ATMOSPHERE POW~ HERE MAV 6ET US FIRST~

by Scott
HINT #1

Papers are like aluminum cans.
They aren't precious but they
cost more to make from scratch
_than to recycle ~~m.
sh

(' eans it's about time to

~~t';s
7'~,..~cq.~,

":~\:iliose last minute term

-·~.A

papers.

.
.s So

~""·~
~o~

need help. here's a few
.,.. to make your paper a
:·~~
h··~
success. .

~'PP.s ·

HINT #2

HINT #3

Instead of the standard 1
inch. try a three inch border.
What was a half page paper
becomes a full 3 pages.

Make up your footnotes.
This will save you much time
' and energy. 1 ·
And don't worry about_your
instructor checking your
sources. I don't think
professors even use the library.

1. Ima Riter, Shakespeare That Hip Dude. (Boon Hill
Publishing. New York). 1983
HINT #4

PlagarismNEVER plagarizellll

If you have problems with what is
correct and what isn't, here is an
example:

HINT #5
Use as much space as possible
with verbose writing.
EXAMPLE:
DON'T'SAY

"Shakespeare's sonnets are
controversial."

NSTEADSAY

"Shakespeare's beautiful and
poetic sonnets have been the
subject of much heated
controversy by many many
important men and women
of this great natlon and
nations abroad, far and
wide. time in and time out."

•SOURCE

''1he sonnet form was invented by
Herny Howard, Earl of Surrey."
•PLAGARJZED VERSION

The sonnet form was invented by Herny
'Howard, Earl of Surrey.
oeoRRECT VERSION

The sonnet form was invented by Herny
Howard, ~ Earl of Surrey.

THE UCF STUDENT HEALTH
&WELLNESS CENTER ·SAYS:
HAVE A GREAT
·SUMMER!

PRESENTED BY THE
UCF STUDENT HEALTH
& WELLNESS CENTER

*

281-5841
Looking to lose a few pounds? Learn about
nutrition, or start out on a whole new WELLNESS lifestyle; The Health Resource Center
will carry its services throughout the summer,
so DROP IN to find out how!

SUMMER WARNINGS!

Work hard on those exams, and TAKE CARE OF YOUR~ELF!
~
P.S. Congratulations, Kara Kinzler and Cathy Hatch;
we'll mi~ you COME BACK AND SEE US ~OON!

I

.

By Darin :Brown

Beware of sunning and swinuning dangers!
Overexposure to the S\Dl is a .common summer problem -- especially when vacationing in an unfamiliar area.
The result can be sunburn or even chills, fever, blisters,
nausea.
Precautions:
1. Useasunscreenorsunblock-even
during short exposures, especially in tropical
areas.
2. Protect yourself with a hat or
wnbrella.
3. Remember. at highter altitudes,
you may become sunburned even though you
feel cold.
4. Protect your legs and feet as well as
the rest of your body.
5. If you are on any medication. in:.
quire aboiut its compatibility to sun exposure.
Swimming can also be a hazard since fresh or salt
water may be polluted with sewage or parasites. Properly
chlorinated swimming pools are usually safest for this
form of recreation.
If you develop any problems from swming or swimming, seek medical attention promptly.

Have a safe, happy summer!

.Kappa Della
Hey KD's smile this semester Is just about
over! Thursday we 're all going to Chlll's
and it's Down's B-davl Fridav Is White
Rose-oh the exclttng lives we leodll

Kappa Sigma

»:'J_~~~~~Id4th~~.-~1~f
~1f'<M3effi"~~n'1b~~~
mysteiy party.

Tau Kappa Epsilon

We hod a great time at the special
olvmolcs ZfA's let's do It aaa~in
the
fut\Jre. -onry one more wee]{ 1
esn
Congrats to ail the new 81 sisters we
youl l 1/2- ~·
Pl Kappa Alpha
Congratula~ to new student body
president Denver Joe stutter. a long
awaited
Thanks to all that helped.
Dreamgil1 party April 28. Congratulations
new brothers good job. Have ~asked a
Pike to the spring f()fJTl(]I Zetas? Thanks for
a great luau love the fun bunch five. The
acer needs a date. UsaV. Dovewon'tgo
with you. Happy New Vear

wn.

Alpha Della Pl
Wanted a grab bog of dates for the lava.
Prefer fun IOvlng party machines we don't
hug ilke Louie but are willing to learn.
Contact Valerie Nash or TerbeOr for information. Love the five Pikes ii need of a fun
hawallan time. P.S. we already have Oll'
wardrobe. It has to be a better time than
the other luau last weekend. So long from
control.

Mole-large furnished apartment. Your
own huge furnished bedroom. with king
size waterbed, own bathroom. Third floor
lake view. w/d. fireplace. 434 In Altamonte $270 + 1/3 utllltles Chris n 4-1178
call between 7-9pm

Roommate needed In a 4bed-2bath
house be1ween Oviedo & UCF. Sl 10/
month and share utl plus Sl l 0 deposit for
your own room. Call 365-7258 between 3
& 4pm Monday- Friday

Looking for a fraternity, $0rorlty, or student
organliotton that woUd Ike to make 500
to 1500 In 1-week on-campus marketi1g
project must be organized and hardworl<lng coil Dee 180059Z2121

UCF Toe Kwon Do Karate C~ is offering
beglnnng classes for sunrner free lnstruetion. MNF nights on campus. Leam karate
for soort. art. & self defense. Call Dean O

352-7859.

.

APICS

Last meeting of the year
Don'tmlslttl
Wed.• April 20 4:00 pm
Philips HaU Room 230

Coleae Democrats
Attenllon Democrats:
The final meeting of the spring semester
will be held today, Tuesdav, 4/19 at 5:00
in student center room 214 If you are
interested In shaping the future of the
club, please attend plans for campaigning and other activities In this election
year will be mapped out toke a short
break from studying for filals and meet
with diverse but. llke-mhded students
refrestvnents will be served.

-

M ae to share 2 bedroom/2 bath. washer/
diyer, furrished except for bedroom.
clean. no bugs, new opts. across from
UCF. full kitchen large bedroom $200
month plus l /2 utilities 12183 Des Cortes Ct
ea11281-m1

Roorrmate needed 3bdrm apt on Semoron in Winter Park. $140/mth. plus uttllttes
.
Call 678-0396.
"I

Roommate needed to shore home6 miles
from UCF off Goldenrod Rd own room
wosher-diyerfenCed yard $175 mo+ utlltles $100 deposit call Mike at 657-2562
Male non-smoker for 2bed/2 l /2b
townhouse walldng distance to UCF. $133
+ 1/3uttlco11DlrkorGlennG282-2600Avall
Mayl

leave mesg.

Female wanted to share a 2bd/2bath
duplex with same. Fumlshaj .also washer/
dl'fer. $230/mo ++ l /2 utilities. Only 5 min.
from campus. Call Dana 273-0772.
Female to share w/same nonsmoker 220
month 1/2 ult. 1 mlle UCF on Alafaya
2bdrm 2bth 351-6224 or 282-5920
-

ABORTION SERVICES

Students needed to clean homes. Hours
to flt schedule. Call 699-1636.
Waitress wanted: some lunches & ev&
nlngs. Must be dependable call Beth J.R.
Jakes677-4169

Wanted: female nonsmoker to share · Excellent Income for
home assembly work
apartment with yoU' own room. $150 per
For Info coll
month plus 1/3 utilities call 273-8676
504-646-1700 Dept. P307

l bdrm/1 bath Apt.. I need someone to
take over lease. It ends in Sept. I will pay
the first month with or without fumlhxe If
you move in Immediately. Coll Tracy at

933-0899.

.

Rent speclal-2 bed/2 bath. across from
UCF, washer/dryer. full kitchen and carpet $50 first month. then $425 12183 Des
Cortes- 281-1777

Condo on Cocoa Beach. May8-14. Many
extros Incl. Nautll~. racquetball. tennis.
Sleeps 4. $45/nlght (3 night min.) or $'!/XJ/
wk. 679-8788

-

*SUMMER WORK*
9 .25 to start
Natlonol Corp. has Immediate FIT pos.
ovaffabie In housewares divlslon au
majors may apply. Fully accredited
student work program scholarships
ovaliable apply In person 1Dam to 2pm
only 1320 N. Semoron STE. 108 3 blks
north of hwy SO Vector Corp.
NANNY positions available summer
employment or full time If graduating
pay: summer $150-200 per week full time
$250-'!IXJ per week • plus benefits pak::I
va<Xttlon. travel. health Insurance call
the NANNY Placement Center at 2600031

Business students! Make 6.95 hr. Gain
voluable resume experience with
National Brokerage Co. Call Mr. Burke at
839-2575.

**ORI.ANDO SUM\1ER JOBS**
Eom $ while you gain business experi-

ence to beef-up yoll' resume free P.C.
and mkHange computer training. Part
tine/fUll time work available.

*MANPOWERlEMPORAAV SERVICES*
Malfland
282-7107

PART TIME/ FULL TIME representatives
needed to demonstrate Ond take orders
for a much-needed business service.
Computer literacy helpfU but not
required. We need your enthusiasm!
Name your own hours. Prompt payment
(dolly If desired). 332-9616 or291-1881
Dental asslstont chalrslde. sharp. friendly,
experience preferred Goldenrod office
6778888

DUPLEX-PARENTS-INVESTORS! LOOK! 2200
sq. ft. on Khayyam. Walk to UCF. Low
utllltles: always rented. Great retum.
$109,900 876-3908
GOVERNMENT HOMES from S1 (U repair).
Delinquent tax property. Repossessions.
Call l-805-687-6CXXJ Ext. GH-4628 for current repo llst.
ForSale:
1983 Suzuki 550 Catanna low mies.
1981 Suzuki GS550E
1985 Suzuki GS650E. Uke new
1986 VamahaTT250 300 miles
Contact Joe 679-0832 after 5pm

Pioneer Digital Receiver 35wpc $75
Sanyo Cassette Deck Dolby B.C$40
Must sell call 282-6235

Is It true you can buy jeeps for $44 thre>ugl
the U.S. Government? Get the facts~
dayl Cal 1-312-742-1142 ext. 689
GVMPAC lCXX> very good condition aB
attachments must sell by 4/29 $200 281-

YAMAHA keyboard-PSS 27049 keys 100
voices l 0 rhythms auto-accmpmt auxllr
outs stereo headphone Jax call 679-9022
ask for Mitch $75/0BO

For sale: couch and

Demonstrates Reading Progra~ and
Educational Materials coll 898-6301

628-3115

two chairs with end

table. in good cond. $150 080 281-1504
Stereo: remote CD. 45 watts/channel
amp/receiver, auto turntable, CCl.5S deck
w /Dolby B. 3-way speakers $450 call
Glenn 282-2600

Need quiet male share furn condo Smi
from UCF. Lg pvt rm/bath $215. 1/2 elec,
dep $150. Pool, tennis, laundry. 645-5706.

Winter Park townhouse 3/2 l /2 flower
garden. wet bar. pool. rocquetbaB FHA
assume no qualify 8 1/'Z'lo Fxd $6000 Dwn
$485 pltl owner will hold 2nd end unit
H#677-8990 H#831-5676

Lorge 4 brm house. 5 ml from UCF, fur own
rm. wash/di'{. mlcwave. $195 dep.. nonsmoker ~e 658-1557

Audi 5CXXls 1984 loaded 56.000 ml 9500/
offer ex cond 366-0446

Scholarships/Grants for college are available. RESULTS GUARANTEED! can 1-800USA-1221 ext0627.

Free pregnancy tests, indtvlduol advisement and counsefing. Umlted flnanclal
old. confldentlaUty Is assured.

· students $7 .00 per hour

Orlando

Local or IV Sedation. EortyPregnancyTest.
Moml~er treatment. Confidential •
Prt.tate. woman-owned: A spedal approach to health care.
Bllth Control center 422-0606
l 030 Herman Avenue. Orlando

ABORTION INFORMATION

r

Roommatetoshare3br/2b on Red Bug Rd
washer/dryer/mlcrawave/VCR 200 + 1/3
uttl 100 dep/no lease nonsmoker pref coll
767-5118 leave message

6461
House to share. 2 roorrmotes needed. 2
story, 3 bdrm, 2 bth, wo.sh/diy. garage.
Quiet and wooded, 10 min from doWntown. Will share ride to UCF. 200/mo + l /3
utts. 150 dep. nonsmolceis only. 859-0962

Tall good looklng guy, 23, looking for a
sincere lady who II seeking lastlng
relatlonlhlp. Must be sporty. enjoy
life.dancing. and romantic evenings.
LH017

Female roommate needed 2 bedroom
apt fully furnished Fox Hunt Club $148 + 1/
3 utll. Starting May 1st 277-5322 .

Lorge 2bed/2b0th apartment patio,
washer/dryer. dishwasher, cen. air/heat
very nice. l mlle from UCF $425/mon cal
collect 904-735-2185

UCF Role Playing Club
We meetev~Frldayat6pm ii Ptilllps Hall
1st floor rm. 104. We feature Dl.l!090ns
and Dragons. Trovellor. Morrow Project
and many others. Come join the fun.

For sale Magic Chef Microwave oven and
a 1wln bed. call 658-1851

Female roommate needed for master
bdrm of 3-bdrm condo own room and
bathw/d paddle fans. SlOOsec. and$150
rent on Goldenrod Rd. Available May 2
coll 679-5512

Needed: M/F to share 2 bedroom apt
near Fashion Square $210/month & 1/2
uttlltles coll Rob 896-6875

Baptist campus M1n11tr1es
Tired of the same old stuff??? Come
check out BCM on Wednesdays at noon
or Thursday night at 6:30 in the SOLi

25 Inch color 1V good condition. 150 firm.
call 275-4834

STUDEN1S-(SUMMER WORK)
Selecttng a few students for a business
markettng. sales & management
Internship program. Students selected
receive approx. $350-400/weekly &-3hrs
surrrner college aedlt. Looking for hardworking students who con work away
from home for the Summer Interviews 4/
21-4/23. Students Interested may send
name, major, yr. in school (freshly. soph.
etc} & phone# to P.O. Box 12439-A
Gainesville. R. 32604-0439/Coll 904-3773187.

$$$$SUMMER HELP$$$$
$370.00 Weekty min pay

oniY

Residents of ~ Orange County
plus Seminole. Lake, Volusia residents pt
·
provided at no charge scholarships.
merit pay Increases can earn over
$10.000 this sunvnerwonc In yo11clty
Interview In Altamonte offlcG call for
appt 10am-2pm 869-9010 Cutco Div

or ft positions corporate trainng

Don't read this
unless you work hard
$400-500/week this sunvner
fuft time/College Credit
Grad Placement-fortune 500's
for Info can Art 281-0856
Leave name. major. ph. no.
Concurrent Computer Corporation
wants .t o hire sophomores, juniors. or
seniors (min. GPA 3.0) majoring In
computer science with on interest In
systems programming to work part or full
_.liine this summer CMay throuah Auoust)
in either Orlando, Florido or Tinton Falis,
New Jersey. Salal'f is $8-$10 hourly.
Interested students shouk::I contact the
UCF Co-op Program. Adm. Rm. 129
Graduate Internships In Public Administration
A salary of $10,CXX> per year.
Course load of 9-12 hours per semester.
20 hours per week(flextime) on the job.
Applicants must be a Florida resident
and hold a Bachelor's degree and have
either a 3.o GPA or lCXX> score on the
GRE. Please contact by Aprll 18. 1988.
Ms. Carlene Thornton 904-644-3525

CENTER FOR PREGNANCY
648-2701
1116 Luceme Terrace (near ORMC)
Stop cramming and leam the easy way
through HYPNOSIS. Complete memol'{
Improvement course. Special student
rates. Dr. Bill Hansen. 679-1011

FAST TYPING SERVICE
Quick professional service free revisions
UCF's oldest typing firm same day and
weekend service VISA-MASTERCARD.
. Over 18300 satisfied students and 4
grouches
671-3007

PROFESSIONAL TYPING
•One mile from UCF Campus•
All types of student documents. Same day
service available. IBM letter quality word
processing.
Fast• Professional •Accurate
WORDMASTERS 277-9600

Rest.mes and cover letters
Designed I Revised I Typed - 65HXJ79
Professional Word Processing

*

*

Student Discount
DocLrnents of any kind
DATA ENTRY EXCELLENCE
740-0227 .
Winter Park - immed. off 1-4

RtsUMts/tYPESETIING
Professional Lasertypesetttng. many
types of documents. Fast turnaround.
Klnko's Coples Across from UCF
Open 7 days a week 658-9518.
LASER printed RESUMES- l page resume &
25 orlglnals-$20.00. 658-1163
Top-Quality word processing: experienced, editing. reliable. 366-0538.
TYPING. Fast. speclal discount. New location. Call Bemy 629-0545.
TYPING. Experienced: term papers,
theses. resumes etc. l ml. from UCF Reasonable rates. 365-3870 after 6pm
Reasonable and fast typing serVtce coU

Nancy at 679-4006 rush jobs.
TYPIST-Resumes, Reports. Thesis
Reasonable Rates cali"679-4958
Letters/Mailings on l.A5ER printer. 25 orlglnai letters-$20.00. 658-1163.
Typing-Don 'tsacriflce the personal touch I
21 years experience. Perfection rrto{ specialty. Thesis expert call Susie 273-2300
days 647-4451 eves.
Professional, prompt typing. Disk storage.
Best prices around. Ask about resume
special-Marla 273-6495
Professional WP $1/poge 695-6146

SWF who is honest attractive aid fun
seeks outgoing friendly OJI/ to dance
and watch movies with. Must love
romance and pizza.
L.H018

oear

Fingers
Happy 21st Blrthdayll You are finally legal.
Now I have to teach you to DRINK! Lw
yourlH Sis

JUI,
Thanks for being such a great friend this
semester and last. Don't even think about
ever losing touch. Thanks.
Paul
LP Jr.
Hello again! Did you miss me? I just wont
you to know that you're stlli on rrto{ mlndl
A Little Bit..
David R.
You did an excellent job with Derby! I am really proud of you.
Your Big Bro
Batman.
.Catch me, I'm faUing.
K-la and Alfredo.
You gllfS are the greatest! Thanks a
mllllon for putting up with me. What will I
do without you?
Love, Meggitt

'Wooomderfut•;
We did It! Love yal

·oooobaby.
Yo Pal Morgaret-congratulatlons. I'm
very proud of you. You're the best Ill bro
anyone could ever have.-Sue

Gwen;
What a difference you have made In
rrto{ llfe!
I'm proud to be· your baby 1·
Love you lots. Chaz

Dear Don,
As atways it was a blast. Germany will be
so lonely without you. who's going to
take me waterbed shopping? Good
luck next year with the BOP.
Love your favorite productton staffer
(No, Idiot not Mikel)

'

• ••••••••••••••••
Miss Wanda D. Ronnety
and

Mt. Erle 8. Simpson
Request the honour of your presence
At their marriage
This celebration of love will be
On Saturday. the Fourteenth of May
Nineteen Hundred and Eighty Eight
At Five O'clock in the afternoon
Mt. Zion Mlsslonaiy Baptist Church
535 W9St Washington street
ORLANDO. FLORIDA

.................

•
•

To Kathy
It's still not too late
from young Werther
S&V.
.
stay out of rrto{ underwear drawer. This
means you
Roberta

•

Sig-Eps.
If a Sig-Ep plays around with his llttle
sister is that Incest?
The national chapter

To that cute girt t::7t' the reflecttng pond.
Are those real?
The guy by the tree
Don.
No Ramses, No sex, I mean It
The staff

•

Boojam;
We Just got to toke that top bunk - I'm
getting waterlogged!
The Doctor

21 year old UCF co-eel needs ride from
Altamonte to UCF May 9-June 17 MonThu-! 6pm & pick up 9prn 830-4963

Hey Jim.
God I'm pretentious aren't I?
Cheer up. Morrissey
PS You were much discussed in your
absence Satlxday night! You GUVI

•
•

•
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Frat book exchange starts
Robert Leonard, assistant
manager of the bookstore,
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
advised students to "sell back
early in order to receive the
best price for your used text
The UCF bookstore and the books."
Alpha Phi Omega fraternity
As an alternative, the
are teaming up to give stu- . Alpha Phi Omega fraternity
dents the opportunity to tum sponsors a book exchange
unused textbooks into usable every semester. The book excash.
change will run from April 25
The bookstore's "buyback" through April 29 at the Stuperiod will run from April 18 dent Organizational Lounge,
through April 29.
and May 9-13 at the Student
The bookstore purchases Center in room 214.
·
used books using two different
The exchange operates as a
pricing methods. They will buy place where students can put
books back at half the retail their ·used books up for sale.
value until a predetermined Alpha Phi Omega suggests
·quota is met. The quota is the selling books for 62.5 percent
number of books the bookstore of their retail price. When the
expects to sell during the next book is sold, the student resemester. Once the quota is ceives the cash.
met, they will purchase books
Tim Ball, service vice presiat a price determined by a book dent of Alpha Phi Omega, said
wholesaler, usually some frac- "both the student selling the
tion under 50 percent of the re- book and the student buying
tail price.
the book come out ahead."
by Bryan Smith

SUMMER JOBS
Doormen
Waitresses
Retail Sales Clerks
Black Jack Dealers
Day Seives
Deli Sandwich Maker
Drivers
Dishwashers ·

Join the "Good Time Gang"Apply Church Street Station Train
Car M-F 9-6
or

• Ring 422-2434 •

If You're going

to drink
and drive_
.

)

~

-

F1rst Donate
Your organs!
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::" . ..SPONSOREl>-:BY ·T·HE. COLLEGE ·:o F .EDUCAT.ION AND THE
·. ·cA~.~ER RE;SOJJRCE CENTER
.
A chance for UCF.·students and school
distr.ict officials to .get together to:
discuss . teaching op.portur:iities.
PARTIAL LIST OF SCHOOL DISTRl_CTS
.
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;.: B .REVARD
• BROWARD .
• CHARLTON (GA) · .
CITRUS
· CLAY

DAOE

• DUVAL ·· ..
· • HERNANDO
• :HILLSBOROUGH
·• HIGHLANDS
. • INDIAN RIVER

.

..

....

•
· •
·•
•
•
•
•
•
·
•

LAKE · ·
MONROE
OKEECHOBEE
· oRANGE
OSCEOLA
PINELLAS
POLK
PUTNAM
· SARASOTA
.SEMINOLE
• ST .. LUCIE
• VOLUSIA

4it>~TION: 'l.JCF EDU-CATION GYMNASIUM- MAIN CAMPUS
TIME: 9 AM .TO NOON & ·1 P·M TO 4 PM ·
.

.

.

'

.

.

.

.

.

.

'FOR FURTHER
INFORMATION: CONTACT CORINNE RUSSO IN THE CAR~ER RESOURCE
CENTER • ADMIN. 124 • 275-2361
,
.
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STUDENTS

SERVIN.G

· we a so eature:·
Student Discount Cards and
1 0°/o Discounted Film Developing

STUDENTS
Celebrating 20 Years of Service
1968./JB
~.
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Great Pay & Benefits
Word Processing • Secretaries • Clerks
Data Entry • War~house • Telemarketing
Work close to Home
Call Now for Appointment

Copiers rob students
Broken SG purchase keeps student change
by Crickett Drake
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

TRC TEMPORARY SERVICES

~--t%~tiit£ie.l.~®f4WSW±tW#A@
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In spite of a $1,620 maintainence plan for two copy
machines purchased by Student Government at a cost of
$10,357, neither of the machines are working.
A new copy machine was
,delivered and installed February 29 at the South Orlando
campus, according to Purchasi.n g Dept. records. As Communications major Sandy White
explained, "the copier has been
in place for at least a month,
but the machine hasn't worked
yet." Another student complained that the machine's
coin mechanism is not working
and that the paper trays are
hidden. There is also not a sign.
hung on the machine to warn
the students not to use the
machine.
The other copier is located
on the main campus in the

Stud~nt Government office.
Epgineering student Steve
.Smith said "All the machine
does for the students is take
their money without giving
copies."
SG secretary Barbara Pope
explained that when the copy
machines were delivered and
installed, "it was found that
the coin mechanisms from
previous machines were not
compatible·. .We expect the
new mec}:ianisms to be in any
day now."
White questioned the explanation, saying "If the coin
mechanisms were found to be
incompatible at the beginning,
why were they hooked up? By
attaching them to the machines without a warning sign,
students ·still try to use the
machines and end up losing
their money."
The machines, when working, are intended to save students money by charging only
five cents per copy as opposed
to the usual 10 cents.

I

HOT&FRESH
Your pizza from Domino's
Pizza is'always hot and
fresh from the oven
because it's delivered - like
magic - in less than 30
minutes. we guarantee it!*
So call Domino's Pizza®
today.

•

Unless you help.
Join the .fight against illiteracy by calling toll-free

Servlllfl University of
Cent,.,,I Florida:

Our cheese pizza:
12" $6.02
16" $8.17
The ExtravaganZZa® is
the ultimate combination
of 9 carefully selected
and portioned toppings
for the price of 5!
12" $11.12
16" $15.42

SAVINGS

Or any combination of
12 dellclous toppings:
Redeem the discount
Pepperoni, Mushrooms,
coupons on this ad and
save on your next purchase · Green Olives, Black Olives,
Onions, Green Peppers,
from Domino's Pizza. Call
Ground Beef, Ham,
now before the offer
Sausage, Hot Pepper
disappears!
Rings, Extra-Cheese and
Extra Thick Crust
·MENU
12" $1.02/topping
Every pizza is made by
16" $1.45/topping
hand .to your order with
only the finest ingredients
Coke® in 16 oz. nonand pizza toppings.
returnable bottles for $.65.

1-800-228-8813.

896-3030
. 12213 University Blvd.
Hours:
11AM-1AM Sun.-Thurs.
11AM-2AM Frl & Sat

~~ · C~alition for Literacy

DOMINO'S

PIZZA
DELIVERS®
FREE.

SEE ME.
Ill FEEL ME.
TOUCH ME.
HEAR ME.

1tot&~!

Prices do not include
applicable sales tax.

Ir-:---------------------,
2 Medium
I
I

I
1
I

I
II
II

cheese
.
Pizzas ·
f $ 8 88 I

rwo12"medium
cheese pizzas. Each
additional topping just
s1.28 to~ both pizzas.
(Tax not included.)

1•• .· · •·

11

Offer good thru

•

S :.

~:

.

I

I
1

• >

.

..

II
II

ii
I

I
II

L

jilll·
lf1 .
l.Jlll •.

Order a delicious 16"
large pizza with THREE
or more toppings and
get$3.000FFI

:~::~~:_:~c:/:~~-

pizza serves 4-6 persons.

®

.,

••

.

I·

Working with those who are communicatively impaired is a
challenging; yet rewarding profession. Boston-Bouve College ·
at Northeastern University recognizes the importance of
research and further study in this field. Our ASHA accredited
Master of Science program in Speech-Language Pathology
and our program in Audiology (the only one in Boston) make
it possible for you to pursue an advanced degree full-time. or
part-time if you are employed in the field. · ·

I

For information on these programs call (617) 437-2708 or
write to the address below.

r·········-~-----~-----,

$3 •00
: OFF!

'

...

I

---------------------

III

..

'

Valid at participating locations only.' Not valid with any other offer. Prices
may very. Customer pays applicable sales tax. Limited delivery areas. OurJ
·
drivers carry less than S20.

L:

f~,,

'-'~

6/30/~8. I

Our 12·: 8-slice medium
pizza serves 2-3 persons.

®

.

Volunteer Against Illiteracy. ·
The only degree you need
·is a degree of carint

., 2

Limited delivery areas.
Drivers carry less than $20.
©1988 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

.

I
I

:I.·

BOSTON
BOuv:E

I

Graduate School. Boston-Bouve College of Human Development Professions
106 Dockser Hall. Northeastern University. 360 Huntington Ave .. Boston. MA 02115

I

Valid at participating locations only. Not valid with any other offer. Prices
may vary. Customer pays applicable sates tax. Limiteci delivery areas. Ou~r
drtvers carry less then $20.

---------------------

11753

•Certain restrictions apply, call store for details. Return of al least on&-half pizza for refund or replacement.
-
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BASEBALL .

KNIGHTS
.·FROM PAGE 16

FROM PAGE 16

£.• • · •

•

:
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game, played at Tinker Field.
"My control was a little off
today, but the team helped me
out of a few jams," he said.
The Knights (34-12) have
won 16 oftheir last 17 games to
take a step closer in receiving
their first-ever NCAA postseason bid.
"As an independent, we
control our own path," explained Head Coach Jay
Bergman, whose team has
battled back ·from a 7-7 start
this season. "We .don't have to.
worry about conference rivals
or what they do. We have only
ourselves to rely on."
. UCF travels to Jacksonville
Friday afternoon for a doubleheader with th'e Dolphins. The
first game begins at 2:30
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ball -real well today," he said.
After the Jacksonville "It felt good to hit the long ball
game, Morales had 28 RBI and since rve been getting mostly
raised his batting average to .base hits."
POLICE ACADEMY 5 - PG
.254. Morales entered the
In Saturday's game, Jay
at
2:00 & 4:00 PM
game with a .228 average and Scott (6-1) struck out six in
has steadily increased his recording the complete-game
THE NEST- R
average over the last few ·victory for UCF. CarlosAgurto
at 6:05-8:05-10:05
weeks.
hit his first homer of the sea"I have been hitting the ball son, a solo shot in the third
18AGAIN-PG
well lately because I have got- inning, to lead the Knights ofat 2: l&-4: 15-6:15-8: 15-10: 15
ten Jit.y rhythm," sai~ Morales, fensively.
· who$e average was below the
Freshman pitcher · David
GOOD MORNING
.200. mark earlier in the sea- Goins (6-2), who moved into
VIETNAM- R
son. "Last year I hit .369, and I the starting lineup only after
.. wanted to improve on that this Brian Ahem was injured, lim-.
year.
ited FIU to a run on four hits
"Unfortunately I had a slow · and four walks in Sunday's
start, but that is the way the ·
game ·of baseball.is and why I
like it so much."
One reason for his slow hit- r==:==;;::::;::::==::;=::;;:::;::;;:=========~===================~ij~~ri.~a~~
ting start may have been because of his position change.
Last year, Morales was the
backup catcher, a position.he ·
had played for eight years. He
was asked · to· move to third
base this year.
"It was hard to adjust be. cause it is a tough position to
play as the ball comes to you
quickly," said Morales. "I had
to do a lot of work on fielding
ground balls and throwing."
"I feel a lot more comfortable .there now," he added.
"He is starting to · come
around,".said Bergman. "He is
a good hitter who had to le~.rn
. to acljust to a new position. His
play at ·third base·. ha~ en
much better."
Morales came tO the United
States after graduating from
high school to play atAbr~am
Baldwin College in Georgia.
After a two-year stint there,
Motales came to UCF where
he played in 53 games last
year.
"My main goal was to play
for a good college team in the
United States," said Morales.
"The game is not that much
different here than in Puerto
Rico. However, the game in the
United States is much quicker_·
and more disciplined, and is
taken more seriously here. In
Puerto Rico, · the game is
played slower and the atmos.phere is more laid back."
,
Morales started playing
when he was 6 years old. He
was a two-time MVP at his
high -school, the Academia
Disipulos de Cristo, leading:
the team in batting average :
and RBI.
Morales is hoping to return ·
to Puerto Rico if he can find a
good job. His wife, Sonia.
Camacho, is also from Puerto
Rico.
"I am planning to stay here
a couple years but I would like
to go back," said Morales, wh~
,. says Orlando has several similarities to Puerto Rico. "My
parents still live there ."

if
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FOOTBALL

Parcel
Service
Part-Time Positions Available

United Parcel Service will
be accepting applications for
part-time loade.r s and unloader$. _
e:xcellentPay -·$.8.00 an h~ur.
'

'

Work .shifts begin a~ 4:30 a.m., 5:30
p.m~ or 11 :00 p.m., Monday through
Friday ~workweek. 3 to 5 hours pet day.

last year, will be drafted next
week in the NFL draft and only
FROM PAGE 16
participated in two plays. He
streaked down the field on his
yard touchdown pass from first play and had his man
Willis. Sophomore Ted Col- beat, but the pass was undertrain caught three passes for thrown. Ford attempted a pass
51 yards, including a 31-yard on his last play that fell incomplete.
toucl).down pass from Jones.
The game also had its · "We wanted to have some
lighter moments, primarily fun tonight and both teams
via the· alumni. Channel 9 accomplished that," said
sportscaster Glenn Dehmer McDowell. "We had a nice
quarterbacked the alumni's crowd and I don't think anyone
first series, unbeknownst to was seriously injured."
the crowd, driving the alumni
As for next fall's team,
backwards for minus . seven McDowell feels progress has
yards on three plays. The been made this spring. His
Knights gave the alumni an- main concerns are the offenother chance with their 'regu- sive line and whether tight end
lar' quarterback, Mike Culli- Don Grayson will recover from
son, who guided the alumni for a knee injury.
minus·14 yards in three plays.
"We have a chance to be a
1987 quarterback Darin very good football team if we
Slack relieved Cullison in the can fill some holes," said
second quarter. Prior to his McDowell, whose team will
first play, a 1928 Duessenberg open Sept. 2 against Bethuneworth $100,000 drove onto the Cookman in the Central Florfield. Slack ran over, opened ida Classic. "We will be workthe back door and out came ing on filling our weaknesses
· star wideout Bernard Ford in and we will have some freshhis uniform.
men coming in the fall who
Ford, Slack's main target ~o~d help us."
Clubs rely almost exclusively on private, voluntary
contributions. Support your local Boys Oub. It's a sound
investment in today's youth and America's future.

Please sign up for an in_
t erview in
· the Career Resource Center,
ADM Suite 124.

BOYS CLUBS
· OF CENTRAL FLORIDA, INC.

UPS is an equal opp('rtunity employer.

•I

·
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:The Club that beats the stre·ets..
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ARTS & SCIENCES
John Porter
Kim DeVogel
Jim Worrall
Bob Truett
Dave Martinson
Diana Matty
Thomas Joseph
Scott Jenkins
Scott Bowen
Luis Rodriguez
Suzanne Loflin
BUSINESS
Dave Lawton
Mark Harris
Steve Bogolea
MattKallcak
Kim Menttnk
John Hughes
Chris Toutlklan
Ted Price
Sean Greene
EDUCATION
Fred Schmidt
Kristen Luglnbuhl
Kelly Wiggins
Diane Kearney
Scott Rausch'

APPOINTMENTS

MEASURES UNDER CONSIDERATION
BILLS
20-61 Establishing the '1988-89 Activity & Service Fee Budget: This bill allocates the
proposed $1 A24.767 for next fiscal year (A&SF. assigned to OAF)
20-62 Activity and Service Fee Budget St1pulatlons (A&SF. assigned to OAF)
20-63 Funding for ACHA Conference: This bill allocates $470 for a health Conference
(Griffith. assigned to OAF)

Mike Koski
_
Homecoming Concert Planning
Committee
Mike Boswell
Homecoming Concert Planning
Committee

I

RESOLUTIONS
.
20-77 Regarding Cheating on Campus: This Resolution recommends a uniform reporting requirement (SPR.remalns In SPR)
20-20 Regarding Serving students (Harris. remains In SPR)

· SENATE MEETINGS
Students are Invited to _
a ttend all
Senate meetings. anq to express
any Ideas or problems that they
feel the Senate should work on.
Senate meetings are held on
Tuessdays @4:00 '1n the University
Dining Room.
·

MEASURES VOTED ON AT THIS MEETING

•

BILLS
20-57 Revising statutes 804.3 and 804.4.A: This blll changes one of the functions of the
C&O committee (Bowen. failed 9-Y. 18-N. 1-PR)
20-60 Revising statutes 802.9.F and 804.3: This blll deals with account name changes
(LJR. passed 28-Y)
20-64 Funding fo~ Army ROTC Sign: This bill allocates $200 to help defray the cost of the
sign (OAF. passed 28-Y)

STUDENTS

.. Leglslatlon In Committee Is Introduced by Senators. and Is not finalized until the full Senate votes.

C&O FUNDING
Did you know that your club or organization may be eligible for $250.00 In Office Supplies
and/or Advertisements for the next fiscal year? In addition. If your club will be attending
a conference or convention It may be eligible for up to $500.00 to cover registration fees.
Either way. stop by the student Government Offices. SC 155. and ask for a Clubs and
Organization Funds. or.Travel Funds. Request Form.

SENATE COMMITTEES
OAF
C&O
WR
SPR
EA

If you have any comments. questions or concerns about the Senate Report, or any leglslation.
please contact JJ Mandato or
Dash Wendrzyk at x2191 or In SC
151.

Organizations, Appropriations and Finance: This committee reviews all changes to the Finance Code and any leglslatio
requesting funding.
Mondays0 5:00 pm. In the Senate Work Room
Clubs and Organizations: This committee decides whether a club receives funds for Office &Jpplles/ Advertising -or
Conference Registration.
Mondays O 5:00 p.m. In the Senate Work Room
L-eglslatlve Judicial and Rules: This committee reviews leglstatoln to change the Const1tut1on. staMes or Rules and
Procedures.
Thursdays@ 5:00 p.m.ln the Student Work Room
Services and Publlc Relatlons: This committee reviews all non-funding legislation which deals with student Government
Services, as well as Local. state. and National Issues which directly relate to the students of UCF.
Thursdays O 4:30 p.m. In the Senate Work Room
Elections and Appointments: This committee reviews all student Government Appointments. and makes recommendations for changes tot he Section statutes.
Thursdays O 3:30 a.m. In the Senate Work Room
AB-Abstain (conflict of Interest)
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N-No
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Bryan Martinez
Jamie Cox
Peter Partlow
KenyClcora
Keith White
Jim Robinson
Jon Pohlers
HEALTH
Sharon Sammaro
Sylvla Kelley
LIBERAL STUDIES
Jennifer O'Katy
Brad Griffith
AT-LARGE
Dash Wendrzyk
BREVARD
OPEN SEAT
DAYTONA
Bob Shafer
SOUTH ORLANDO
Mlchelle Romard
A-Absent
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review and amend all Legislation before It Is brought for a hearing before the full Senate. The following
are descriptions ot ~nd the time and day of the committee meetings:

PR-Present (not enough Information/unable to decide)
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· McDowell pleased with
.d efense in 31-3 thrashing
Ed O'Brien, followed a fumble
by Jones at the 19-yard line.
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
"Our defense looks like it
will be solid," said Coach Gene
The 1988 UCFfootball team McDowell. "I think we will be
concluded spring workouts better defensively this year
with a 31-3 thrashing of the than we were last year."
Linebacker Wyatt Bogan
alumni team in front of 400
fans at the Second Annual showed he was back in AllKnights-Alumni game in the American form by making a
Florida Citrus Bowl Saturday leaping interception that set
up a 30-yard field goal by
night.
Despite losing 14 starters sophomore ba.refoot kicker
from last year's 9-4 team, the Blake Holton. Bogan, an All- ""'
Knights displayed a high-scor- American in 1986, was reing offense and stingy defense dshirted last year after sufferthat were trademarks of last ing a broken foot in a pre-seafall's Division II semi-finalist son scrimmage.
team.
Sophomore tailback Joe
Sophomore Shane Willis Carter, picking up the slack for
and freshman Rudy Jones injured running backs Mark
split time quarterbacking, Giacone and Perry Balasis,
leading the offense to 31 scored on runs of nine and
points. Willis completed 13 of three yards. Both scores came
16 passing attempts for 91 on the same play strategy,
yards, while Jones added 81 running off right tackle. Caryards on 8 completions out of ter finished the game with 26
11 attempts. Willis and Jones yards on nine carries. Junior
threw one touchdown pass Gil Barnes was the leading
each.
rusher, with 54 yards on seven
The defense held the carries.
alumni to just 193 total yards,
Sophomore Sean Beckton
and were especially tough was the leading receiver, with
against the rush, holding the 12 receptions for 85 yards.
alumni to minus-10 yards Beckton also caught a four""
rushing. The alumni's only
SEE FOOTBALL PAGE 15
points, a 36-yard field goal by
by Chris Brady

Thoma1 Weblter/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Former Knight quarterbock Darin Slack (#1 l) had a "no hW rule applied to him.

Runningback Joe Carter scoreo on runs of 9 ahd 3 yards.

(RBI). Morales set himself
up for his game-winning
heroics by scoring the
tying run that sent the
If two-week-old Jian Carlos Morales was old game into extra innings.
enough to understand, he would have been proud of
A native Puerto Rican,
his father April 8.
Morales' timely hitting is
.,.
UCF third baseman Carlos Morales had the game- quickly becoming his
winning hit, knocking in two runs in a come-from- trademark, and it has
behind victory over Jacksonville in the second game aided UCF in its recent
of a doubleheader.
playing tear.
The clutch hit highlighted an impressive night of
"He is an experienced
Morales
action for Morales, who was seeing his first sction player who has the ability
since the birth of his son three days earlier. In the to get.the key hit for us," said a prophetic Coach Jay
first game, although UCF lost 11-8 in extra innings, Bergman, speaking just hours before the JacksonMorales was 3-for-5 at the plate, with a double and ville· game. "A witness to that is he is third on the
team in RBI's, despite a low batting average."
two runs scored.
In the nightcap, which also went into extra inSEE BASEBALL PAGE 14
nings, Morales was 2-for-3 with three runs batted in
by Chris Brady

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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